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Technology has become the key to a new world of education. Online learning
has become one of the most popular ways of gaining access to an education (Lewis
2005), especially to growing demand of an adult population that is trying going back to
school. The reality is that because of technology the world we live today is much
different than the one our kids live just 20 years ago. Our generation went from the time
of the ‘Eight Track, leap to the times of the Walkman, CD player, VHS and DVD.’ etc.
But today’s world is belongs to the ‘i Pod, text messaging, Wiki’s, Facebook and Blogs’
generation. These speedy changes have forced everyone, peoples or institutions to
make immediate changes. Education institutions are too trying to pull alongside to these
changing technological time. Consequently, these Institutions have not only changed
their programs, curriculums, and offers; re-toll their faculty, etc., in order to facilitate
access to a good education. Online learning offers new educational possibilities to all
potential students: “If you can’t go to school, we’ll send the school to you.” (Dwyer,
Barbieri, and Doerr, 1995). In this essay we’ll explore the benefits as well as the
challenges posed by Online Learning might be to those looking for an education.
The rewards of online learning are too many to catalog in a short essay, so I’ll
mention the two I consider to be fundamental, mainly because they directly contradict
the traditional educational model. The first benefit I will mention is the lack of physical
setting and a time schedule. With online learning, if you can get your hand on a
computer connected to the Internet, no matter what you do or where you are, you can
get to class on time. (Coleman 2005).

In this more true for the new older adult

population that works full time, have a family and wants to get a college education.
Traditional educational settings will give access to a courses and it’s the materials at
certain periods of time. After the school’s building is close, you will not be able to have
access most of the materials you need. And here is the second benefit of online
learning, the student will be able to get in touch with all materials concerning a course at
the time deemed more convenient him/her. “When course content and activities are

provided online, students no longer need to worry about accessing course materials.”1
Study or do you work when ever is more suitable to you, or when you may fell that you
could be more creative or productive.
On the other side, online learning has also it challenges. One of the most
important and direct contrast with traditional education, is having no set times for
classes and no assign physical place to go. This means that if the student is not well
discipline and can managed time in a reasonable manner, he or she might not be able
to cope with the work. Another challenge posed by online learning is the comparability
of the materials they’ll use, text books, and others, etc. The instructor has to make sure
that the materials being used in the online course equals in quality the traditional one
and that it has been well adapted to the online course. (Li & Irby 2008). Lastly, probably
the biggest challenge posed by online learning could be technology, at this might affect
older adults even more.

The problem may arise when the students’ technological

capabilities or training might not be enough to do what’s expected. (Li & Irby 2008). Or
in the other hand, if the student’s equipment does not meet the technological
requirements need it; it will not be able to work efficiently.
Finally, although getting an education is a very important requisite in today’s
world, is clear that this decision has to be well planned. This essay has only showed a
small view of a complex subject matter. Before making a decision, the student has to
look at both models of learning, traditional and online; balanced out all pros and cons
and choose the program that meets his/hers expectations, needs and competence.
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